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most abstract interpretation frameworks by the fact that no �xpoint compu-tation is performed. Instead, it makes use of information on possible programexecutions, namely behaviour, provided by the user.2. The analyser integrates several analyses previously described in the literature.In particular, it allows one to infer not only information like modes, types,sharing, and term sizes which is easily computed within classical abstract inter-pretation frameworks ([5, 18, 19]), but also information like determinacy andcardinality (i.e., the number of solutions) which is directly related to the op-erational semantics of Prolog. Our analyser uses a notion of abstract sequencewhich is powerful enough to express and combine all kinds of useful informationabout Prolog program executions. To the best of our knowledge, no previousframework was able to incorporate such information in a single analysis.3. The notion of abstract sequence used by the analyser is novel with respect tothe one introduced in [4, 16, 17]. It describes a set of pairs of the form h�; Si,where � and S respectively denote an (input) substitution and the sequenceof answer substitutions resulting from executing (part of) a program with thisinput. Such notion is more \relational" than the one in [4, 16, 17] since it allowsus to relate � and S explicitly, contrary to the old notion which only abstractssets of sequences. So, we may relate the number of solutions and the size ofoutput terms to the size of input terms in full generality (e.g., we can relatethe input and output sizes of the same1 term without requiring any invarianceunder instantiation). To the best of our knowledge, such generality was notavailable in previous frameworks for term size analysis.4. The practical implementation of the analyser is based on the generic systemGAIA [18]. Although our analyser signi�cantly di�ers from the �xpoint algo-rithm ofGAIA, a large part of the code ofGAIA can be reused for the algorithmsand the domains. At the time of writing, the implementation is still underway.Our analyser has a number of interesting applications. To cite some, it could be in-tegrated in a programming environment to check the correctness of Prolog programsand/or to derive e�cient Prolog programs from purely logic descriptions. In partic-ular, since our notion of behaviour for a procedure subsumes the formal part of thespeci�cation schema proposed by Deville in [12], it could be integrated in the FOLONenvironment which was developed for supporting the automatable aspects of Deville'smethodology for logic program construction. The automatable aspects of other workson veri�cation (e.g., [1]) can be integrated to our system. Moreover, since the infor-mation provided by the user is certi�ed by the system, it can be used by a compilerto optimize the object code. Finally, since our analyser allows one to verify preciserelations between the size of the arguments and the number of solutions to a Prologprocedure, it can be used as a basis for an automatic complexity analysis (see [11]).The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the analyser.Section 3 de�nes basic concepts and notations. Section 4 illustrates our domain ofabstract sequences. Section 5 describes the analyser. Section 6 concludes the paper.1i.e., bound to the same program variable.



2 Overview of the AnalyserWe show on an example the functionalities that we want to achieve. Consider theprocedure select/3 depicted in Figure 1. Declaratively, it de�nes a relation betweenselect(X, L, LS):- L=[H|T], H=X, LS=T, list(T).select(X, L, LS):- L=[H|T], LS=[H|TS], select(X, T, TS).Figure 1: The Procedure select/3three terms2 X, L, and LS that holds if and only if L and LS are lists and LS isobtained by removing one occurrence of X from L. Our analyser is not aimed atverifying this declarative speci�cation but instead it checks a number of operationalproperties which ensure that Prolog actually computes the speci�ed relation (providedthat the procedure is \declaratively" correct). So, for the sake of the example, weassume one particular and reasonable class of input calls, i.e., calls such that X andLS are distinct variables and L is any ground term (not necessarily a list). For thisclass of input calls, the user has to provide a description of the expected behaviourof the procedure by means of an abstract sequence B and a size expression se. Theabstract sequence B is a tuple h�in ; �ref ; �out ; Eref out ; Esoli, where1. �in is an abstract substitution describing the above class of input calls;2. �ref is an abstract substitution giving an over approximation of the successfulinput calls, i.e., those that produce at least one solution: here, �ref states thatL is a non empty list and is an exact description of the set of successful calls;3. �out is an abstract substitution giving an over approximation of the set of out-puts corresponding to the successful calls: here, �out states that X is a groundterm and LS is a ground list;4. Eref out describes a relation between the size of the terms occurring in a suc-cessful call and the size of the terms returned by the call: in our case, Eref outstates that the input length of L is equal to the output length of LS plus 1;5. Esol describes a relation between the size of the terms occurring in a successfulcall and the number of solutions returned by the call: in our case, Esol statesthat the number of solutions is equal to the input length of L.The size expression se is a positive integer expression over the formal parameters ofthe procedure denoting the size of the corresponding input terms; this expression mustdecrease strictly through recursive calls. In our case, se is equal to L representing theinput length of L, denoted by jjLjj.From the procedure and the above information, the analyser computes a numberof abstract sequences: one for every pre�x of the body of every clause, one for everyclause, and one for the complete procedure. For instance, in our example, the analysercomputes an abstract sequence B1 expressing that, for the speci�ed class of input calls,2We use roman letters to denote the values to which program variables are instantiated. Syntacticobjects are denoted by typewriter characters.



the �rst clause succeeds if and only if L is a non empty list and it succeeds exactlyonce. The derivation of this information is possible because the analyser is able todetect that the uni�cation L=[H|T] succeeds if and only if L is of the form [t1jt2] (notnecessarily a list) and that both uni�cations H=X and LS=T surely succeed because Xand LS are free and do not share. Moreover, the analyser needs an abstract sequencedescribing the behaviour of the procedure list/1. The abstract sequence states that,for ground calls, the literal succeeds only for list and exactly once.The second clause contains a recursive call, which deserves a special treatment.First the analyser is able to infer that the recursive call will be executed at most onceand exactly once when L is of the form [t1jt2]. It also infers that X and TS are distinctvariables and that T is ground and strictly smaller than L. Thus, we can assume byinduction that the recursive call satis�es the conditions provided by the user throughthe abstract sequence B. So, the analyser deduces that the recursive call succeedsonly if T is a non-empty list and that it returns a number of solutions equal to thelength of T; it also infers that X is ground and TS is a ground list whose size is thesame of T minus 1. Putting all pieces together, the analyser computes the abstractsequence B2, which states that the second clause succeeds only for a list L of at leasttwo elements (and actually succeeds for all of them), the output size of LS is equal tothe size of L minus 1, the number of solution is also equal to the size of L minus 1.The next step is to combine the abstract sequences B1 and B2 to get an abstractsequence Bout describing the behaviour of the whole procedure. A careful analysis isnecessary to get the most precise result: when L is a list of at least two elements, the�rst clause succeeds once and the second one succeeds jjLjj�1 times, so the proceduresucceeds jjLjj times. However, when the length of L is equal to 1, the second clausefails and the �rst one succeeds once; so the procedure also succeeds jjLjj times. Hence,putting the abstract sequences B1 and B2 together, the analyser is able to reconstructexactly the information provided by the user, which is thus correct.The previous discussion is intended to give insights into how all kinds of infor-mation interact to produce an accurate analysis. The complete formalization of thisprocess is given in [14]. In the rest of the paper we will sketch its main features.3 PreliminariesThe reader is assumed to be familiarwith the basic concepts of logic programming andabstract interpretation [8, 20]. We denote by T the set of all terms, and by I (possiblysubscripted) a set of indices. T I is the set of all tuples of terms htiii2I and T �I is theset of all \frames" f(i1; : : : ; in) where f is an n-ary functor and i1; : : : ; in 2 I. A sizemeasure is a function jj � jj : T ! N, [3, 10]. Here we refer to the list-length measurede�ned for any term t by jjtjj = 1+ jjt2jj if t is of the form [t1jt2] and jjtjj = 0 otherwise.The disjoint union of two sets A and B is an arbitrarily set, denoted by A + B,equipped with two injections functions inA and inB satisfying the property: for anyset C and for any functions fA : A ! C and fB : B ! C, there exists a uniquefunction f : A+B ! C such that fA = f � inA and fB = f � inB (the symbol � is theusual function composition). In the following, we denote the function f by fA + fB.



Let V be a set of variables. We denote by ExpV the set of all linear expressionswith integer coe�cients on the set of variables V . An element se 2 ExpfX1;:::;Xmg canalso be seen as a function from Nm to N. The value of se(hn1; : : : ; nmi) is obtainedby evaluating the expression se where each Xi is replaced by ni.Programs are assumed to be normalized. A normalized program P is a non emptyset of procedures pr . A procedure is a non empty sequence of clauses c. A clause hasthe form h: �g where the head h is of the form p(X1; : : : ; Xn) and p is a predicatesymbol of arity n, whereas the body g is a possibly empty sequence of literals. Aliteral l is either a built-in Xi1 = Xi2 , or a built-in Xi1 = f(Xi2 ; : : : ; Xin) where f isa functor of arity n � 1, or a procedure call p(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xin). Variables occurring ina literal are all distinct; all clauses of a procedure have exactly the same head. Wedenote by P the set of all predicate symbols occurring in the program P .A (program) substitution � is a �nite set fX1=t1; : : : ; Xn=tng where X1; : : : ; Xnare distinct program variables and the ti are terms. fX1; : : : ; Xng is the domain of�, denoted by dom(�). We say that �1 is more general than �2, denoted by �2 � �1,i� there exists � such that �2 = �1�. mgu(t1; t2) denotes the set of substitutionsthat are a most general uni�er of t1 and t2. The restriction of � to a set of variablesD � dom(�), denoted by �=D , is such that dom(�=D) = D and Xi� = Xi(�=D), forall Xi 2 D. A (program) substitution sequence S is a �nite sequence < �1; : : : ; �n >(n � 0) where the �i are (program) substitutions with the same domain D. Subst (S)is the set of all substitutions in S. The symbol :: denotes sequence concatenation.Our analyser is expected to simulate the concrete semantics of Prolog programs.We refer to the concrete semantics presented in [17] and proven equivalent to Prologoperational semantics in [15]. A complete description of this semantics is not possiblehere. We just view the concrete semantics for a Prolog program P as a total functionfrom the set of pairs h�; pi, where p 2 P has arity n and dom(�) = fX1; : : : ; Xng, tothe set of substitution sequences. Since our analyser relies on an induction argumentabout the size of input terms, we can restrict to �nite sequences3 . The fact that h�; piis mapped to the sequence S is denoted by h�; pi 7�!S meaning that the execution ofp(X1; : : : ; Xn)� terminates producing the (�nite) sequence of answer substitutions S.4 Abstract DomainsOur domain of abstract substitutions is an instantiation of the generic domain Pat(<)[6]; in particular, it is an extension (with type information) of the domain Pattern[18]. Our domain of abstract sequences is novel and di�erent from [17]. The notion ofbehaviour constitutes the full package of information provided by the user.Abstract Substitutions An abstract substitution � over variables X1; : : : ; Xn is atriplet hsv ; frm; �i where sv is a function from fX1; : : : ; Xng to a set of indices I, frmis a partial function from I to T �I , and � describes modes, types and possible sharingof some terms. An abstract substitution � represents a set of program substitutionsfX1=t1; : : : ; Xn=tng: � can provide information not only about t1; : : : ; tn but also3Note that the semantics in [15] also considers in�nite and (so-called) incomplete sequences.



about subterms of them. The terms described in � are denoted by indices.The same-value component sv maps each Xi to the index corresponding to ti. It mayexpress equality constraints between two variablesXi andXj , when sv (Xi) = sv(Xj).The value of frm(i), when it is de�ned, is a term f(i1; : : : ; in), meaning that ti is ofthe form f(ti1 ; : : : ; tin). The abstract tuple � provides information about modes, typesand possible sharing of the ti. In this paper, we mainly use the modes ground andvar describing, respectively, all ground terms and all terms which are variables. Wealso consider the types list, anylist, any, describing, respectively, all lists, all termsthat can be instantiated to a list, and all terms.De�nition 1 [Abstract Substitution] An abstract substitution � over a set of indicesI is either ? or a triplet of the form hsv ; frm; �i where� sv is a function, sv : fX1; : : : ; Xng ! I where fX1; : : : ; Xng = dom(�);� frm is a partial function, frm : I 6! T �I ;� � is a triplet of the form hmo; ty; psi where mo is a function from I to a setof modes, ty is a function from I to a set of types, and ps is a binary andsymmetrical relation on I � I.� describes the set Cc(�) of all concrete substitutions � = fX1=ti1 ; : : : ; Xn=ting suchthat there exists a tuple of terms htiii2I satisfying: for allXi 2 dom(�), Xi� = tsv(Xi);for all i 2 I, if frm(i) = f(i1; : : : ; in) then ti = f(ti1 ; : : : ; tin); for all i 2 I, both mo(i)and ty(i) describe ti; for all i; j 2 I, if Var(ti) \Var(tj) 6= ; then (i; j) 2 ps.Obviously, Cc(?) = ;. Moreover, in general, the tuple of terms htiii2I is not unique,for a �xed � 2 Cc(�). We denote by DECOMP(�; �) the set of all such tuples.Example 2 Consider the behaviour for select=3 informally described in Section 2.The abstract substitutions �in , �ref and �out can be represented as follows, where thequestion mark denotes an unde�ned value.�in = hsv in ; frmin ; �ini where �in = hmoin ; tyin ; psin i withsv in : X1 7! 1 frmin : 1 7!? moin : 1 7! var tyin : 1 7! anylistX2 7! 2 2 7!? 2 7! ground 2 7! anyX3 7! 3 3 7!? 3 7! var 3 7! anylistps in = f(1; 1); (3; 3)g�ref = hsv ref ; frmref ; �ref i where �ref = hmoref ; tyref ; psref i withsv ref : X1 7! 1 frmref : 1 7!? moref : 1 7! var tyref : 1 7! anylistX2 7! 2 2 7! [4j5] 2 7! ground 2 7! listX3 7! 3 3 7!? 3 7! var 3 7! anylist4 7!? 4 7! ground 4 7! any5 7!? 5 7! ground 5 7! listpsref =f(1; 1); (3; 3)g



�out = hsvout ; frmout ; �outi where �out = hmoout ; tyout ; psout i withsvout : X1 7! 1 frmout : 1 7!? moout : 1 7! ground tyout : 1 7! anyX2 7! 2 2 7! [4j5] 2 7! ground 2 7! listX3 7! 3 3 7!? 3 7! ground 3 7! list4 7!? 4 7! ground 4 7! any5 7!? 5 7! ground 5 7! listpsout = ;Abstract Sequences An abstract sequence B is h�in ; �ref ; �out ; Eref out ; Esoli whe-re �in , �ref and �out are abstract substitutions and Eref out and Esol are so-calledsize components. �in represents the input; �ref is a re�nement of �in and approx-imates the set of substitutions in Cc(�in ) that surely succeeds; �out describes theoutput. Eref out represents size relations between the output and the input argu-ments (we refer to �ref for the input) whereas Esol expresses the number of solutionsin terms of the input argument sizes. In this paper, a size component E over I isa system of linear equations and inequations over ExpI representing the set Cc(E)of all tuples hniii2I 2 NI which are solutions of E. In order to distinguish variablesof I from integer coe�cient and constants in elements of ExpI , we wrap up eachi of I into sz(i). Moreover, we write (in)equations between double brackets [[� � �]],meaning that they are syntactic objects. If f(i) = i0 and f(j) = j0 for a function f ,[[sz(f(i)) = sz(f(j)) + 1]] represents the syntactical equation sz(i0) = sz(j0) + 1.De�nition 3 [Abstract Sequence] An abstract sequence B is either ? or a tuple ofthe form h�in ; �ref ; �out ; Eref out ; Esoli where� �in is an abstract substitution over Iin ; it is always di�erent from ?;� �ref is an abstract substitution over Iref with Cc(�ref ) � Cc(�in );� �out is an abstract substitution over Iout with dom(�out ) � dom(�in );� Eref out is a size component over Iref + Iout ;� Esol is a size component over Iref + fsolg;� if �ref or �out or Eref out or Esol is equal to ? then they are all equal to ?;� for all �0 2 Cc(�out ), 9� 2 Cc(�ref ) such that �0=dom(�ref ) � �.B represents the set Cc(B) of all pairs h�; Si such that: � 2 Cc(�in ); Subst(S) �Cc(�out ); if S 6=< > then � 2 Cc(�ref ); for all �0 2 Subst(S), if htiii2Iref 2DECOMP(�; �ref ) and hsiii2Iout 2 DECOMP(�0; �out) then hjjtijjii2Iref + hjjsijjii2Iout 2Cc(Eref out ); if htiii2Iref 2 DECOMP(�; �ref ) then hjjtijjii2Iref +fsol 7! jSjg 2 Cc(Esol).Example 4 Let �in ; �ref , and �out be the abstract substitutions of the Example 2.Let inref : Iref ! Iref + Iout and inout : Iout ! Iref + Iout be injection functions.The behaviour for the procedure select=3 described in Section 2 can be expressed interms of the abstract sequence B = h�in ; �ref ; �out ; Eref out ; Esoli where Eref out =f[[sz(inref (2)) = sz(inout(3)) + 1]]g and Esol = f[[sol = sz(inref (2))]]g:



Behaviours A behaviour for a procedure formalizes its behavioural properties.De�nition 5 [Behaviour] A behaviour Behp for a procedure name p 2 P of arity nis a �nite set of pairs fhB1; se1i; : : : ; hBm; semig where for all k 2 f1: : : : ;mg,� Bk = h�kin ; �kref ; �kout ; Ekref out ; Eksoli is an abstract sequence with dom(�kin ) =dom(�kref ) = dom(�kout ) = fX1; : : : ; Xng;� sek is a positive linear expression from ExpfX1 ;:::;Xng.Example 6 Let B be the abstract sequence of the Example 4. The behaviour forselect=3 described in Section 2 can be represented by fhB;X2ig:In the following, we assume that a set of behaviours SBeh for a program P containsexactly one behaviour Behp for each procedure name p 2 P.De�nition 7 [Consistency of a Set of Behaviours] A set of behaviours SBeh for aprogram P is consistent with respect to the concrete semantics of P i� for all p 2 Pand for all hB; sei 2 Behp, the execution of the procedure p called with a substitution� described by the input of B terminates and h�; pi 7! S implies h�; Si 2 Cc(B).5 The AnalyserIn this section we describe the analyser assuming that the analysed program containsno mutually recursive procedures (see [14]). The description of the analyser is devel-oped in a top-down approach: �rst, we discuss the analysis of a program, then, theanalysis of a procedure, �nally, the analysis of a single clause.Abstract Execution of a Program The analysis of a program is realized by theprocedure analyze programwhich takes as input a program P and a set of behavioursSBeh for P , and returns a boolean value success. If success is true, then we can saythat the program satis�es the speci�cation represented by the behaviours; otherwise,either the program is not correct with respect to the speci�cation, or the analysis isnot precise enough to check its correctness. In [14] we proved that if success is true,then SBeh is consistent with respect to the concrete semantics of P .The procedure analyze program uses the function MAKE SAT to build the glb-closure of the set of bahaviours SBeh. More formally, MAKE SAT(SBeh) returns afamily sat = hsatpip2P of sets of abstract sequences such that for all p 2 P, satp isthe smallest set containing fB j 9se : hB; sei 2 Behpg which is closed under glb, i.e.,B1; B2 2 satp ) B1 uB2 2 satp.PROCEDURE analyze program(P; SBeh) =success := truesat := MAKE SAT(SBeh)for all p 2 P; for all hB; sei 2 Behpsuccess := success ^ analyse procedure(p;B; se)return success.



Abstract Execution of a Procedure Let p � c1; : : : ; cr be a procedure. Theresult Bout of the execution of p with �in (where �in is the input substitution ofsome abstract sequence B with hB; sei 2 Behp) is obtained by \concatenating" theresults B1; : : : ; Br of the abstract execution of each clause. More precisely, Bout =CONC(B1; : : : ; Br), the last being a shortcut for CONC(: : :CONC(Br�1; Br) : : :).(�in) c1 (B1)(�in) ck (Bk)(�in) cr (Br)...... Bout = CONC(B1; : : : ; Br)QQQQQs�����3-The procedure analyze_procedure succeeds if the computed abstract sequence Boutis more or equally precise than the abstract sequence B (with input substitution �in).PROCEDURE analyze procedure(p;B; se) =for k := 1 to r dohsuccessk; Bki := analyze clause(ck; B; se)if there exists k 2 f1; : : : ; rg such that :successk;then success := falseelse Bout := CONC(B1; : : : ; Br)success := (Bout � B)return success :The operation CONC is the counterpart for abstract sequences of the operation UNION,used in [18], which simply collects the information of two abstract substitutions intoa single one. CONC di�ers from UNION only for the computation of the number ofsolutions of a procedure which is the sum of the numbers of solutions of its clauses, notan \upper bound" of them. To obtain a good precision, we detect mutual exclusion ofclauses [4, 17]. So, in the implementation of the CONC operation (see [14]), we computethe greatest lower bound of the �ref of the two abstract sequences: if it is equal to ?,then the clauses are exclusive, and we only collect the numbers of solutions; otherwise,we compute the sum of the numbers of solutions for this greatest lower bound only.Abstract Execution of a Clause Let c � p(X1; : : : ; Xn) f: �g l1; : : : ; ls: be aclause and hB; sei be an element of Behp. Let also �in be the input substitution ofB. The execution of the clause c with �in may be computed as depicted below.(�in) p(X1; : : : ;Xn) : � B0 l1; (B1) : : : ; (Bk�1) lk; (Bk) : : : ; (Bs�1) ls (Bs) : (Bout)AAAA �����EXTC CCCC �����RESTRC����	 @@@@IRESTRG EXTGS�kinter Bkaux�� @@RUNIF VAR -UNIF FUNC@@ ���LOOKUP



Let us see how the abstract sequences B0; : : : ; Bs, and Bout are obtained.� B0 is obtained from �in through the operation EXTC(c; �in) which extends thedomain of �in to the set of all variables in c and returns an abstract sequence.� Let k 2 f1; : : : ; sg. The operation used to derive Bk from Bk�1 depends on theform of the literal lk. Four cases apply.1. lk is a literal Xi1 = Xi2 . In this case, we restrict the domain of theoutput �out of Bk�1 to Xi1 and Xi2 and rename them into X1 and X2,by computing �kinter = RESTRG(lk; Bk�1). Then, we execute the uni�cationBkaux = UNIF VAR(�kinter). Finally, we compute the e�ect of this uni�cationon the output substitution �out of Bk�1: Bk = EXTGS(lk; Bk�1; Bkaux ).2. lk is a literal Xi1 = f(Xi2 ; : : : ; Xin). In this case, we use the same processas above where Bkaux = UNIF FUNC(�kinter ; f).3. lk is a non-recursive call q(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xim) where q 6= p. In this case, werestrict the domain of �out to Xi1 ; : : : ; Xim and we rename them intoX1; : : : ; Xm by RESTRG. Then, we look at sat and we search satq for themost precise abstract sequence Bkaux such that input(Bkaux ) � �kinter . Ifthere is no such abstract sequence, we give up the analysis since there isnot enough information in SBeh . The search for Bkaux is realized by the op-eration LOOK UP(�kinter ; q; sat). Once we have obtained Bkaux , we computethe e�ect of the call lk on Bk�1 by Bk = EXTGS(lk; Bk�1; Bkaux ).4. lk is a recursive call p(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xin). In this case, we test whether �kinteris less precise than �in and, using the operation CHECK TERM(lk; Bk�1; se),we check whether for all h�; Si 2 Cc(Bk�1) and �0 2 Subst (S),se(hkXi1 �0k; : : : ; kXin�0ki) < se(hkX1�k; : : : ; kXn�ki):� The last step is the computation ofBout fromBs, with the operation RESTRC(c; Bs)that restricts the output domain of Bs to the variables in the head of c.PROCEDURE analyze clause(c; B) =�in := input(B)B0 := EXTC(c; �in)for k := 1 to s do�kinter := RESTRG(lk; Bk�1)if lk � Xi1 = Xi2 then Bkaux := UNIF VAR(�kinter)if lk � Xi1 = f(Xi2 ; : : : ; Xim) then Bkaux := UNIF FUNC(�kinter ; f)if lk � q(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xim) and q 6= p thenhBkaux ; successk i := LOOK UP(�kinter ; q; sat)if lk � p(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xim) thenhBkaux ; success 0k i := LOOK UP(�kinter ; q; sat)successk := success 0k ^ CHECK TERM(lk; Bk�1; se)Bk := EXTGS(lk; Bk�1; Bkaoux)if there exists k such that



either lk � q(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xim ) ^ :successkor lk � p(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xin) ^ (:successk _ �kinter 6� �in)then success = falseelse success = true and Bout = RESTRC(c; Bs)returnhsuccess; Bouti:The reader may refer to [14] for a detailed description of the algorithms.6 ConclusionsWe have sketched the main theoretical and methodological aspects of an analyser forProlog programs based on a veri�cation approach. Implementing a complete analyseris a long term project. As we will attempt to complete such a project, we now discusswhat remains to be done.Analysing (Almost) Full Prolog. Since the correctness of our analyser is basedon the concrete semantics of [17], all Prolog features that are simple to model inthis framework can be easily integrated in the analyser. Arithmetic built-ins, suchas is and <, and test predicates, such as var and ground, belong to these features.Interestingly, most of them can be handled without additional coding by providingbehaviours capturing their operational semantics. The cut is a special control featurewhich requires to enhance the concrete and abstract domains with so-called \cutinformation". These aspects have been satisfactory solved in [4, 16, 17]. Thus we canintegrate a treatment of the cut based on the same approach into our analyser.Implementing a Complete Set of Domains. The abstract domain presented in thispaper is conceptually generic, since it is based on the approach of [6]. However theparticular instance that we have described is able to handle programs dealing withlists accurately, but not other programs. This restriction will be alleviated in thefuture by integrating a type domain similar to [13], as already described in [7]. Wewill also improve the treatment of sharing by adding a complementary domain forlinearity information. Finally, we will attempt to design more powerful domains forthe size components, based on non linear constraints and/or computer algebra.Extending the Veri�cation Scope of the Analyser. Our analyser assumes that theoccur-check [2, 21] is performed during uni�cation. It is nevertheless straightforwardto enhance the operations UNIF VAR and UNIF FUNC with an additional result param-eter specifying whether the occur-check is needed or not. Classical abstract domains(including sharing and linearity) will then allow us to solve the problem quite satis-factorily.Finally, our analyser cannot deal with non terminating procedures at all (i.e., it al-ways rejects them), but yet such procedures can sometimes be considered as correctif they \produce all their solutions" [12] or if the user is interested in merely \ex-istential" termination (i.e., the procedures produce at least one solution) [9]. Ouranalyser can be extended to such situations. This would allow one to transformexistentially terminating programs into (universally) terminating programs throughautomatic introduction of cuts.
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